We consider a non-stationary sequential stochastic optimization problem, in which the underlying cost functions change over time under a variation budget constraint. We propose an L p,q -variation functional to quantify the change, which captures local spatial and temporal variations of the sequence of functions. Under the L p,q -variation functional constraint, we derive both upper and matching lower regret bounds for smooth and strongly convex function sequences, which generalize previous results in (Besbes et al., 2015) . Our results reveal some surprising phenomena under this general variation functional, such as the curse of dimensionality of the function domain. The key technical novelties in our analysis include an affinity lemma that characterizes the distance of the minimizers of two convex functions with bounded L p difference, and a cubic spline based construction that attains matching lower bounds.
Introduction
Non-stationary stochastic optimization studies the problem of optimizing a non-stationary sequence of convex functions on the fly, with either noisy gradient or function value feedback. This problem has important applications in operations research and machine learning, such as dynamic pricing, online recommendation services, and simulation optimization (Gur, 2014; den Boer & Zwart, 2015; den Boer, 2015; Keskin & Zeevi, 2017) . For example, in the case of dynamic pricing, an analyst is given the task of pricing a specific item over a long period of time, with feedback in the form of sales volumes in each time period. As the demand changes constantly over time, the problem can be naturally formulated as a non-stationary sequential stochastic optimization problem, where the analyst adjusts his/her pricing over time based on noisy temporal feedback data.
Formally, consider a sequence of T convex functions f 1 , · · · , f T : X → R over T epochs, where X ⊆ R d is a convex compact domain in the d-dimensional Euclidean space R d . At each epoch t ∈ {1, · · · , T }, a policy π selects an action x t ∈ X , based on stochastic or noisy feedback (defined in Sec. 2) of previous epochs 1, · · · , t − 1, and suffers loss f t (x t ). The objective is to compete with the dynamic optimal sequence of actions in hindsight; that is, to minimize regret
To ensure existence of policy with sub-linear regret, constraints are imposed upon function sequences f 1 , · · · , f T such that any pair of consecutive functions f t and f t+1 are sufficiently close, and therefore feedback through previous epochs are informative for later ones. These constraints usually carry strong practical implications, e.g., demand functions cannot change too rapidly from time to time.
The question of optimizing regret for non-stationary convex functions with stochastic feedback has received much attention in recent years. One particular interesting instance of non-stationary stochastic convex optimization was considered in Besbes et al. (2015) , where sub-linear regret policies were derived when the average L ∞ difference 1 T T −1 t=1 f t+1 − f t ∞ is assumed to go to zero as T → ∞. Optimal upper and lower regret bounds were derived for both noisy gradient and noisy function value feedback settings.
In this work, we generalize the results of (Besbes et al., 2015) so that local spatial and temporal changes of smooth and strongly convex function sequences are taken into consideration. For any measurable function f : X → R, define
Here vol(X ) = X 1dx is the Lebesgue measure of the domain X and is finite because of the compactness of X . We shall refer to f p as the L p -norm of f in the rest of this paper. (Conventionally in functional analysis the L p norm of a function is defined as the unnormalized integration X |f (x)| p dx 1/p . Nevertheless, we adopt the volume normalized definition in this paper for convenience. The Minkowski's inequality f + g p ≤ f p + g p , as well as other basic properties of L p norm, remain valid.) Also, for a sequence of convex functions f 1 , · · · , f T : X → R, define the L p,q -variation functional of f = (f 1 , · · · , f T ) as
(2)
Note that in both Eqs. (1) and (2) we restrain ourselves to convex norms p ≥ 1 and q ≥ 1. We can then define function classes
which serves as the budget constraint for a function sequence f . The definition of F p,q is more general than F ∞,1 introduced in (Besbes et al., 2015) since it better reflects the spatial and temporal locality of f in the subscripts p and q. We next provide two examples to illustrate the role of p and q parameters in capturing the spatial and temporal locality of f . 
is a uniform partition of X = [0, 1] (i.e., X i = i−1 m , i m ) and {a ti , b ti , c ti , d ti } m i=1 are selected such that f t is strongly convex and sufficiently smooth. Suppose also that f t and f t+1 differ only on two neighboring pieces X i ∪ X i+1 , and the difference on X i ∪ X i+1 between f t and f t+1 is uniformly bounded. Formally, f t (x) = f t+1 (x) for all x ∈ X \(X i ∪ X i+1 ) and sup x∈X i ∪X i+1 |f t (x) − f t+1 (x)| ≤ δ < ∞. We then have that (noting that vol(X ) = 1 and vol(X i ∪ X i+1 ) = 2/m)
Because δ · (m/2) −1/p is an increasing function of p, the parameter p controls the spatial locality of function changes between epochs. For example, for p = 1 we have that f t − f t+1 1 = 2δ/m and for p = ∞ we have that f t − f t+1 ∞ = δ. Therefore, when the number of regions m is large, meaning that the changes in functions are local, f t − f t+1 1 is much smaller than f t − f t+1 ∞ and captures the concept of local spatial change of functions. In other words, when V T is fixed the function class F 1,q (V T ) is richer (i.e., contains more functions) than F ∞,q (V T ), meaning that more functions with local spatial variations are contained in F 1,q (V T ) compared to F ∞,q (V T ).
Example 1.2 (temporal locality). Define δ t = f t+1 − f t p for t = 1, · · · , T − 1 to be the amount of change at epoch t. Suppose a total amount of ∆ change of functions is fixed (i.e., T −1 t=1 δ t = ∆), and the changes are distributed uniformly across s < T − 1 epochs. That is, δ i = ∆/s for s epochs in {1, · · · , T − 1} and δ i = 0 for the other T − 1 − s epochs. We then have that
Because (s/T ) 1/q is an increasing function of q, the parameter q controls the temporal locality of function changes. For example, for q = 1 we have that Var p,1 (f ) = δ · s/T and for q = ∞ we have Var p,∞ (f ) = δ. Therefore, when the number of changes s is small compared to T , Var p,1 (f ) is much smaller than Var p,∞ (f ) and captures the concept of local temporal change of functions.
The main result of this paper is to characterize the optimal regret over function classes F p,q (V T ), which includes explicit algorithms that are computationally efficient and attain the regret, and a lower bound argument based on Fano's inequality (Ibragimov & Has'minskii, 1981; Yu, 1997; Cover & Thomas, 2006; Tsybakov, 2009 ) that shows the regret attained is optimal and cannot be further improved. Below is an informal statement of our main result (a formal description is given in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2):
Main result (informal). For smooth and strongly convex function sequences under certain regularity conditions, the optimal regret over F
with noisy gradient feedback, and T · V 2p/(6p+d) T with noisy function value feedback, where d is the dimension of the domain X . Our result reveals several interesting facts about the regret over function sequences with local spatial and temporal changes. Most surprisingly, the optimal regret suffers from curse of dimensionality, as the regret depends exponentially on the domain dimension d. Such phenomenon does not occur in previous work on stationary and non-stationary stochastic optimization problems. Indeed, as spatial locality in f becomes less significant (i.e., p → ∞), the optimal regrets approach T · V 1/2 T (for noisy gradient feedback) and T · V 1/3 T (for noisy function value feedback), which recovers the dimension-independent regret bounds in (Besbes et al., 2015) derived for the special case of p = ∞ and q = 1. Moreover, different from spatial locality, the temporal locality (captured by the q parameter) does not affect the optimal regret. We conjecture that for non-convex pseudo-norms 0 < q < 1 the regret would depend on q as well. However this is out of the scope of this paper.
To obtain the optimal regret, we make several important technical contributions in this paper, which are highlighted as follows.
1. We adopt a regularized ellipsoidal (RE) algorithm from and extend it from exact function value evaluation to noisy function value feedback. Our analysis relaxes an important assumption in (Besbes et al., 2015) that requires the optimal solution to lie far away from the boundary of X . The adaptation of the RE algorithm allows the optimal solution to be closer to the boundary of X as T increases.
2. We prove an interesting affinity result (Lemma 4.2) which shows that the optimal solutions x * t , x * τ of f t , f τ cannot be too far apart provided that both f t , f τ are smooth and strongly convex functions, and f t − f τ p is upper bounded. This affinity result is key in deriving upper bounds for our problem, and has not been discovered in previous literatures. This result might be potentially useful for other non-stationary stochastic optimization problems (e.g., adaptivity to unknown parameters (Besbes et al., 2015; Karnin & Anava, 2016) ) as well.
3. We present a systematic framework to prove lower bounds by first reducing the non-stationary stochastic optimization problem to an estimation problem with active queries, and then applying the Fano's inequality with a "sup-argument" similar to (Castro & Nowak, 2008 ) that handles the active querying component. We also construct a cubic spline example to facilitate the lower bound construction and satisfy all desired smoothness and convexity properties at the same time. Our analytical framework and lower bound construction could inspire new lower bounds for other online and non-stationary optimization problems.
The primary focus of this paper is on smooth and strongly convex function sequences (see Sec. 2 for detailed technical definitions). While the more general case of merely convex functions are certainly of interest, optimal regret bounds are very challenging to obtain under the general L p,qvariation functional constraint. In particular, for noisy function value feedback the conventional gradient estimating procedures are sub-optimal, and considerably more complicated techniques are required to even solve the stationary benchmark version of bandit convex optimization (Bubeck et al., 2017) . In fact, even for the function class F ∞,1 as in Besbes et al. (2015) , the optimal regret bounds are still open for noisy function value feedback. For noisy gradient feedback, Besbes et al. (2015) derived optimal regret bounds for the p = ∞ case. However, extension of their arguments to the 1 ≤ p < ∞ case is highly non-trivial for general convex functions, as we remark in Sec. 5.
Related work
In addition to the literature discussed in the introduction, we briefly review a few additional recent works from machine learning and optimization communities.
Stationary stochastic optimization. The stationary stochastic optimization problem considers a stationary function sequence f 1 = f 2 = · · · = f T = f , and aims at finding a near-optimal solution x ∈ X such that f (x) is close to f * = inf x∈X f (x). When only noisy function evaluations are available at each epoch, the problem is also known as zeroth-order optimization and has received much attention in the optimization and machine learning community. Classical approaches include confidence-band methods (Agarwal et al., 2013) and pairwise comparison based methods (Jamieson et al., 2012) , both of which achieve O( √ T ) regret with polynomial dependency on domain dimension d. The tight dependency on d, however, remains open. In the more restrictive statistical optimization setting f (x) = E z∼P [F (z, x)], optimal dependency on d can be attained by the so-called "two-point query" model (Shamir, 2015) .
Online convex optimization. In online convex optimization, an arbitrary convex function sequence f 1 , · · · , f T is allowed, and the regret of a policy π is compared against the optimal stationary benchmark inf x∈X { T t=1 f t (x)} in hindsight. Unlike the stochastic optimization setting, in online convex optimization the full information of f t is revealed to the optimizing algorithm after epoch t, which allows for exact gradient methods. It is known that for unconstrained online convex optimization, the simplest gradient descent method attains O( √ T ) regret for convex functions, and O(log T ) regret for strongly convex and smooth functions, both of which are optimal in the worstcase sense (Hazan, 2016) . For constrained optimization problems, projection-free methods exist following mirror descent or follow-the-regularized-leader (FTRL) methods .
Bandit convex optimization. The bandit convex optimization setting is a combination of stochastic optimization and online convex optimization, where the stationary benchmark in hindsight of a sequence of arbitrary convex functions inf x∈X { T t=1 f t (x)} is used for evaluating regrets. At each time epoch t, only the function evaluation at the queried point f t (x t ) (or its noisy version) is revealed to the learning algorithm. Despite its similarity to stochastic and/or online convex optimization, convex bandits are considerably harder due to its lack of first-order information and the arbitrary change of functions. Flaxman et al. (2005) proposed a novel finite-difference gradient estimator, which was adapted by to an ellipsoidal gradient estimator that achieves O( √ T ) regret for constrained smooth and strongly convex bandits problems. For the nonsmooth and non-strongly convex bandits problem, the recent work of Bubeck et al. (2017) attains O( √ T ) regret with an explicit algorithm whose regret and running time both depend polynomially on dimension d.
Notations and basic properties of Var p,q
For a d-dimensional vector we write x p = ( d i=1 |x i | p ) 1/p to denote the p norm of x, for 0 < p < ∞, and x ∞ = max 1≤i≤d |x i | to denote the ∞ norm of x. Define B d (r) := {x ∈ R d : x 2 ≤ r} and S d (r) := {x ∈ R d : x 2 = r} as the d-dimensional ball and sphere of radius r, respectively. We also abbreviate B d = B d (1) and S d = S d (1) . For a d-dimensional subset X ⊆ R d , denote X o = {x ∈ X : ∃r > 0, ∀z ∈ B d (r), x + r ∈ X } as the interior of X , X = {lim n→∞ x n : {x n } ∞ n=1 ⊆ X } as the closure of X , and ∂X =X \X o as the boundary of X . For any r > 0, we also define X o r = {x ∈ X o : ∀z ∈ B d (r), x + z ∈ X } as the "strict interior" of X , where every point in X o r is guaranteed to be at least r away from the boundary of X .
We note that the Var p,q defined in (2) is monotonic in p and q, as shown in the following proposition. Proposition 1.1. For any 1 ≤ p ≤ p ≤ ∞ and 1 ≤ q ≤ q ≤ ∞ it holds that Var p,q (f ) ≤ Var p ,q (f ). In addition, for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we have lim q→∞ Var p,q (f ) = Var p,∞ (f ), and similarly for any 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ we have lim p→∞ Var p,q (f ) = Var ∞,q (f ), assuming all functions in f are continuous.
The proof of Proposition 1.1 is deferred to Section A in the online supplement. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the problem formulation. Section 3 contains the main results and describes the policies. Section 4 presents a sketch of the proofs for our main results. The concluding remarks and future works are discussed in Section 5. Proofs of technical lemmas and propositions can be found in the appendix and the online supplement.
Problem formulation
Suppose f 1 , · · · , f T are a sequence of unknown convex differentiable functions supported on a bounded convex set X ⊆ R d . At epoch t ∈ {1, · · · , T }, a policy selects a point x t ∈ X (i.e., makes an action) and suffers loss f t (x t ). Certain feedback φ t (x t , f t ) is then observed which can guide the decision of actions in future epochs. Two types of feedback structures are considered in this work:
and ε t are independent d-dimensional random vectors such that each component ε ti is a random variable with E[ε ti |x t ] = 0; furthermore, ε ti conditioned on x t is a sub-Gaussian random variable with parameter σ 2 , meaning that E[exp(aε ti )|x t ] ≤ exp(a 2 σ 2 /2) for all a ∈ R;
where ε t are independent univariate random variables that satisfy E[ε t |x t ] = 0; furthermore, ε t conditioned on x t is a sub-Gaussian random variable with parameter σ 2 , meaning that E[exp(aε t )|x t ] ≤ exp(a 2 σ 2 /2) for all a ∈ R.
Both feedback structures are popular in the optimization literature and were considered in previous work on online convex optimization and stochastic bandits (e.g., Hazan (2016) and references therein). For notational convenience, we shall use φ t (x t , f t ) or simply φ to refer to a general feedback structure without specifying its type, which can be either
Apart from X being closed convex and f 1 , · · · , f T being convex and differentiable, we also make the following additional assumptions on the domain X and functions f 1 , · · · , f T :
(A2) (Bounded function and gradient): there exists constant H > 0 such that sup x∈X |f t (x)| ≤ H and sup x∈X ∇f t (x) 2 ≤ H;
(A3) (Non-empty interior): the interior of X is non-empty; that is, X o = ∅;
x ∈ X . The assumptions (A1), (A2) are standard assumptions that were imposed in previous works on both stationary and non-stationary stochastic optimization (Flaxman et al., 2005; Agarwal et al., 2013; Shamir, 2015; Besbes et al., 2015) . The conditions (A4) and (A5) concern second-order properties of f t and enable smaller regret rates for gradient descent algorithms. We note that the condition (Besbes et al., 2015) (see Eq. (10) in (Besbes et al., 2015) ) is stronger and implies our (A4) and (A5) since we do not assume that f t is twice differentiable. We also consider parameters D, H, L, M in (A1)-(A5) and domain dimensionality d as constants throughout the paper and omit their (polynomial) multiplicative dependency in regret bounds.
Let U be a random quantity defined over a probability space. A policy π that outputs a sequence of x 1 , · · · , x T is admissible if it is a measurable function that can be written in the following form:
Let P π T denote the class of all admissible policies for T epoches. A widely used metric for evaluating the performance of an admissible policy π is the regret against dynamic oracle {x * t } T t=1 , which is defined as
Note that a unique minimizer x * t ∈ X exists due to the strong convexity of f t (condition A5). The goal of this paper is to characterize the optimal regret:
and find policies that achieve the rate-optimal regret, i.e., attain the optimal regret up to a polynomial of log(T ) factor. The optimal regret in (5) is also known as the minimax regret in the literature, because it minimizes over all admissible policies and maximizes over all convex function sequences f ∈ F p,q (V T ).
Main results
We establish the following two theorems (upper bound and lower bound), which characterize the minimax regret for both noisy gradient feedback
The policies for achieving the following upper bound result will be introduced in the next section.
Theorem 3.1 (Upper bound). Fix arbitrary 1 ≤ p < ∞ and 1 ≤ q < ∞. Suppose (A1) through (A5) hold and 1/T ≤ V T ≤ 1. Then there exists a computationally efficient policy π and C 1 > 0 as a polynomial function of log T such that
For the noisy function value feedback, there exists another computationally efficient policy π and C 2 > 0 as a polynomial function of log T such that
Theorem 3.2 (Minimax lower bound). Suppose the same conditions hold as in Theorem 3.1. Then there exists a constant C 3 > 0 independent of T and V T such that
In Theorem 3.1 the quantities C 1 and C 2 should be interpreted as "constants", as they are independent of T and V T (up to poly-logarithmic factors) and are functions of other problem parameters (d, D, L, H, M ) that are treated as constants. In Theorem 3.2 the quantity C 3 only depends on T and V T , and the other problem dependent parameters are assumed to be constants as well.
We further discuss the 1/T ≤ V T ≤ 1 condition in both theorems and explain why it covers all interesting scalings for V T . Recall that (when q = 1) V T can be thought of as the average L pnorm changes in the function f t over time t.
are linear in T , which is not interesting because simply taking x 1 = · · · = x T = x 0 for an arbitrary x 0 ∈ X leads to a linear regret. This is an intuitive fact: if the objective function changes too quickly, then no policy can perform significantly better than this trivial policy. Therefore, we impose the V T ≤ 1, or more precisely V T = o(1) condition on V T , which leads to non-trivial sub-linear regrets.
On the other hand, we assume that V T is not too small (V T ≥ 1/T ) in order to stay away from the stationary stochastic optimization regimes (V T = 0 and f 1 = f 2 = . . . = f T ), under which very different regrets are known (Agarwal et al., 2012 (Agarwal et al., , 2013 . Implicit lower bounds on V T were also assumed in existing work on non-stationary stochastic optimization in (Besbes et al., 2015) .
We also remark that the q parameter does not affect the optimal rate of convergence in Theorem 3.2 (provided that q ≥ 1 is assumed for convexity of the norms). While this appears counterintuitive, similar behaviors have been well-known in the literature of nonparametric regression (?), where the q parameter in the parameterization of Besov spaces do not affect the corresponding minimax estimation rate. Remark 3.1 (Comparing with (Besbes et al., 2015) ). Besbes et al. (2015) considered the special case of p = ∞ and q = 1, and established the following result:
Note that in Eq. (6) we adopt a slightly different notation from (Besbes et al., 2015) . In particular, the parameter V T in our paper should be understood as 1/T times the parameter V T in (Besbes et al., 2015) . It is clear that our results reduce to Eq.
In particular, for fixed domain dimension d we have that lim p→∞ 2p/(4p+d) = 1/2 and lim p→∞ 2p/(6p+ d) = 1/3, matching regrets in Eq. (6). Therefore, the result from Besbes et al. (2015) (for strongly convex function sequences) is a special case of our results.
Remark 3.2 (Curse of dimensionality). A significant difference between p = ∞ and p < ∞ settings is the curse of dimensionality. In particular, when p < ∞ the (optimal) regret depends exponentially on dimension d, while for p = ∞ the dependency on V T is independent of d on the exponent. The curse of dimensionality is a well-known phenomenon in non-parametric statistical estimation (Geer, 2000; Tsybakov, 2009 ).
In the remainder of this section we first review policies from (Besbes et al., 2015) , which are later showed to be optimal under 1 ≤ p < ∞ and 1 ≤ q < ∞ settings. Proof sketches for both upper and lower bounds are given in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2.
Policies
We first describe a "meta-policy" proposed in Besbes et al. (2015) based on a re-starting procedure:
The epochs are divided as evenly as possible, so that |B | ∈ {∆ T , ∆ T +1} for all = 1, · · · , J.
2. For each batch B , = 1, · · · , J, do the following:
(a) Run sub-policy π s with b and b , corresponding to sequence of functions
The key idea behind the meta-policy is to "restart" certain sub-policy π s after ∆ T epochs. This strategy ensures that the sub-policy π s has sufficient number of epochs to exploit feedback information, while at the same time avoid usage of outdated feedback information.
The sub-policy π s is carefully designed to exploit information provided from different types of feedback structures. For noisy gradient feedback φ G t (x t , f t ), a simple online gradient descent (OGD, see, e.g., Besbes et al. (2015) ; Hazan (2016) ) policy is used:
For noisy function value feedback φ F t (x t , f t ), the classical approach is to first obtain an estimator of the gradient ∇f t (x t ) by perturbing x t along a random coordinate e j = (0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0) ∈ R d . This idea originates from the seminal work of Yudin & Nemirovskii (1983) and was applied to convex bandits problems (e.g., Flaxman et al. (2005) ; Besbes et al. (2015)). Such an approach, however, fails to deliver the optimal rate of regret when the optimal solutions x * t lie particularly close to the boundary of the domain X . Here we describe a regularized ellipsoidal (RE) algorithm from , which attains the optimal rate of regret even when x * t is very close to ∂X .
The RE algorithm in is based on the idea of self-concordant barriers:
is three times continuously differentiable on X o and has the following properties:
2. For any z ∈ R d and x ∈ X o the following holds:
It is well-known that for any convex set X ⊆ R d with non-empty interior X o , there exists a κself-concordant barrier function ϕ with κ = O(d), and furthermore for bounded X the barrier ϕ can be selected such that it is strictly convex; i.e., ∇ 2 ϕ(x) 0 for all x ∈ X o (Nesterov & Nemirovskii, 1994; Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004) . For example, for linear constraints
can be used to satisfy all the above properties (note that a i denotes the i-th row of A).
We are now ready to describe the RE sub-policy that handles noisy function value feedback. The policy is similar to the algorithm proposed in , except that noisy function value feedback is allowed in our policy, while considered only exact function evaluations. The analysis of our policy is also more involved for dealing with noise.
SUB-POLICY π F s (RE): input parameters b , b ; constant step size η > 0; self-concordant barrier ϕ;
1. Select y 0 = argmin y∈X ϕ(y); 2. For t = 0 to b − b do the following:
In step 2(d), the gradient estimateĝ
the change-of-variable formula and the smoothness of f b +t . In step 2(e), instead of the projected gradient step, a Follow-The-Regularized-Leader (FTRL) update step is executed to prevent y t+1 from being too close to the boundary of X . The FTRL step is similar to mirror descent, which uses a regularization term (ϕ(·) in our policy) and its associated Bregman divergence to improve the convergence rates of optimization algorithms measured in non-standard metric. We refer the readers to (McMahan, 2014) for an excellent survey on FTRL/mirror decent and their applications in online convex optimization. Finally, the following proposition shows that x b +t = y t + A t u t always belongs to the domain X , justifying the correctness of policy π F s . Its proof is given in the online supplement.
Proof sketch
In this section, we provide the proof sketch and illustrations of the main ideas behind the proofs for Theorem 3.1 and 3.2. The complete proofs of key lemmas are deferred to the appendix and the online supplement.
Proof sketch of Theorem 3.1
In this section we sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is roughly divided into three steps. In the first step, we review existing results for the OGD and the RE algorithms on upper bounding the weak regret against stationary benchmark solutions. In the second step, we present a novel local integration analysis that upper bounds the gap between regret against stationary and dynamic benchmarks using the L p -norm difference between two smooth and strongly convex functions. Finally, we use a sequential application of Hölder's inequality to analyze the restarting procedure in the meta-policy described in the previous section.
Regret against stationary benchmarks. For a sequence of convex functions f = (f 1 , · · · , f T ), an admissible policy π and a feedback structure φ, the weak regret against any stationary point x * ∈ X is defined as
Compared to the regret against dynamic solution sequence R π φ defined in Eq. (5), in S π φ the benchmark solution x * is forced to be stationary among all T epoches, resulting in smaller regret. In fact, it always holds that S π φ (f ; x * ) ≤ R π φ (f ) for any f and x * ∈ X . In the remainder of this section, we shall refer to S π φ as the "weak regret" and R π φ as the "strong regret". The next lemma states existing results on upper bounding the weak regret of both OGD and RE policies for adversarial function sequences f . The result for OGD is folklore and documented in (Hazan, 2016; Besbes et al., 2015) . For the RE algorithm, we extend the weak regret bound in from the exact function value feedbacks to noisy feedbacks and establish the following lemma. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is deferred to Section C in the online supplement.
Lemma 4.1. Fix 1 ≤ T ≤ T . Let f = (f 1 , · · · , f T ) be an arbitrary sequence of smooth and strongly convex functions satisfying (A1) through (A5). For noisy gradient feedback and the OGD policy, the following holds with η t = 1/M t:
In addition, for noisy function value feedback and the RE policy, suppose ϕ is a strictly convex κ-self-concordant barrier of X , with κ = O(d), and η
Also, in both results we omit dependency on σ, d, D, H, L and M .
Gap between weak and strong regret. By definition, the gap between S π φ and R π φ is independent of policy π:
Eq. (9) shows that it is possible to upper bound the regret gap by the two-point difference of each function f t evaluated at the optimal solution x * t of f t and the optimal solution x * τ of f τ , for arbitrary τ ∈ {1, · · · , T }. Such differences, however, can be large as x * t could be far away from x * τ as the functions drift. In the special case of p = ∞, Besbes et al. (2015) considers the following decomposition
and further bounds both
Such arguments, however, meet significant challenges in the more general setting when 1 ≤ p < ∞, because the difference between two functions at one point can be arbitrarily larger than the L p -norm of the difference of the two functions. We give an illustrative example in Figure 1(a) , where two functions f and g are presented, with f − g p /|f (x) − g(x)| → 0 for x = 0.5 and p < ∞.
In this paper we give an alternative analysis that directly upper bounds the left-hand side of Eq. (10), f t (x * τ ) − f t (x * t ) (i.e., the difference of the same function f t at two points) using f t − f τ p , provided that both f t and f τ are smooth and strongly convex. More precisely, we prove the following key affinity lemma:
x * τ be the minimizers of f t and f τ , respectively. Then under (A1) through (A5) we have that
We give a sketch of the proof of Lemma 4.2 and leave the complete proof details to the appendix. Without loss of generality we assume f t (x * t ) ≤ f τ (x * τ ). The first step is to establish that x * t − x * 
which can be arbitrarily smaller than f − g ∞ = Ω( −1 ) for 1 ≤ p < ∞ and sufficiently small. Figure  1 (b) provides a graphical explanation of the key argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2. It shows that when x * τ is far away from x * t , the functions f t and f τ would have a large difference in a neighborhood around x * t , because of the strong convexity of f τ and the smoothness of f t . Since such difference is upper bounded by f t − f τ p on the entire domain X , one can conclude that x * t and x * τ cannot be too far apart.
is small if both f t and f τ satisfy (A1) through (A5) and f t − f τ p is small. The intuition is that, due to the strong convexity of f τ , we must have
2 ) for all x ∈ X , and hence if x * τ is far away from x * t then f τ (x) would be much larger than f t (x) in a not-too-small neighborhood of x * t , thus violating the assumption that f t − f τ p is small. We give a graphical illustration of this argument in Figure 1(b) . Afterwards, the smoothness of both f t and f τ is invoked
Analysis of the re-starting procedure. We focus on the noisy gradient feedback φ G t (x t , f t ) first and briefly remark at the end of this section how to handle noisy function value feedback. Recall that the T epochs are divided into J batches B 1 , · · · , B J in the meta-policy, with each batch having either ∆ T or ∆ T + 1 epochs. Applying Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 together with Eq. (9) we have
Here the last inequality holds because (assuming without loss of generality that
We next present another key lemma that upper bounds the critical summation term in Eq. (11) using J, ∆ T and Var p,q (f ). The proof of Lemma 4.3 is technical and involves sequential applications of Hölder's inequality for vector norms, which is deferred to the appendix.
Combining Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 with Eq. (11) and setting the scaling of ∆ T appropriately we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. More specifically, for noisy gradient feedback
. The complete proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in the appendix.
Proof sketch of Theorem 3.2
In this section we sketch the proof of Theorem 3.2 for the lower bound results. Let us first consider the simpler univariate case (d = 1). The first step is to reduce the problem of lower bounding regret to the problem of lower bounding success probability of testing sequences of functions, for which tools from information theory such as Fano's lemma (Ibragimov & Has'minskii, 1981; Yu, 1997; Cover & Thomas, 2006; Tsybakov, 2009 ) could be applied. We then present a novel construction of two functions satisfying (A1) through (A5) and demonstrate that such construction leads to matching lower bounds as presented in Theorem 3.2. Finally, we extend the lower bound construction to multiple dimensions (d > 1) via a change-of-variable argument and complete the proof of general cases in Theorem 3.2.
Before introducing the proof we first give the definition of an important concept that measures the "discrepancy" between two functions f,f : X → R:
Intuitively, χ(f,f ) characterizes the best regret f (x) − f * one could achieve without knowing whether f orf is the underlying function. This quantity plays a central role in our reduction from regret minimization to testing problems, as well as construction of indistinguishable functions pairs.
From regret minimization to testing. Consider a finite subset Θ = {f 1 , · · · , f M } ⊆ F p,q (V T ).
The following lemma shows that if there exists an admissible policy π that achieves small regret over F p,q (V T ), then it leads to a hypothesis testing procedure that identifies the true function sequence f in Θ with large probability:
x t , f t ) be either the noisy function or noisy gradient feedback. Let Θ ⊆ F p,q (V T ) be a finite subset of sequences of convex functions. Suppose there exists an admissible policy π such that
then there exists an estimator
where Pr f denotes the probability distribution parameterized by the underlying true function sequence f ∈ Θ.
The proof of Lemma 4.4 is technical and is deferred to the appendix. At a higher level, when there exists an admissible policy π that achieves small regret over F p,q (V T ) (and hence small regret over Θ ⊆ F p,q (V T ) too), then one can correctly identify the underlying function sequence f ∈ Θ with large probability by searching all function sequences in Θ and selecting the one that has the smallest regret.
Reduction to testing is a standard approach for proving minimax lower bounds in stochastic estimation and optimization problems (Besbes et al., 2015; Agarwal et al., 2012; Raskutti et al., 2011) . Motivations behind such reduction are a well-established class of tools that provide lower bounds on failure probability in testing problems (Yu, 1997; Ibragimov & Has'minskii, 1981; Tsybakov, 2009 ). Let KL(P Q) = log dP dQ dP denote the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two distributions P and Q. We introduce the following version of the Fano's inequality, 
With Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, the question of proving Theorem 3.2 is reduced to finding a "hard" subset Θ ⊆ F p,q (V T ) such that the minimum discrepancy inf f,f ∈Θ T t=1 χ(f t ,f t ) is lower bounded and the maximum KL divergence sup f,f ∈Θ KL(P f Pf ) is upper bounded. More precisely, the upper bound on the maximum KL divergence will provide a lower bound for right hand side of Eq. (14), which contradicts Eq. (13) in Lemma 4.4. Therefore, the inequality in (12) will not hold, which implies a lower bound on the regret. The construction of such a "worst-case example" Θ is highly non-trivial and involves complex design of cubic splines, as we explain in Figure 2 (a) and the next paragraph. Below we first give such a construction for the univariate (d = 1) case and later extend the construction to higher dimensions. Figure 2(b) shows the two constructions of function sequences f on J = 3 batches, according to Eq. (16) . At the beginning and the end of each batch the function is always F 0.5 , while within each batch the values of λ first increase and then decrease, or vice versa, depending on the coding i j ∈ {0, 1} for the particular batch. Also note that λ will never be over 0.75 nor under 0.25 throughout the entire construction of the function sequence.
Univariate constructions. Fix X = [0, 1] and 1/8T 2 ≤ h ≤ 1/8. Define F 0 , F 1 : X → R as follows:
Further define
as a convex combination of F 0 and F 1 . Figure 2(a) gives a graphical sketch of F 0 , F 1 and F λ . The key insight in the constructions of F 0 and F 1 is to use a cubic function to connect two quadratic functions of different curvatures, and hence allow F λ to be the same on a wide region of X (in particular [2 √ h, 1]) and produce small L p difference F 0 − F 1 p . In contrast, the lower bound construction in existing work (Besbes et al., 2015) uses quadratic functions only, which are not capable of producing smooth functions that differ locally and therefore only applies to the special case of p = ∞.
The following lemma lists some properties of F λ . Their verification is left to Section D in the online supplement.
Lemma 4.6. The following statements are true for all λ, µ ∈ [1/4, 3/4].
1. F λ satisfies (A1) through (A5) with D = 2, H = 16, L = 26 and M = 2.
We are now ready to describe our construction of a "hard" subset Θ ⊆ F p,q (V T ). Note that F p,∞ (V T ) ⊆ F p,q (V T ) for all 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ due to the monotonicity of Var p,q (f ) (see Proposition 1.1). Therefore we shall focus solely on the q = ∞ case, whose construction is automatically valid for all 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞.
Let 1 ≤ J ≤ T be a parameter to be determined later, and define ∆ T = T /J . Again partition the entire T time epoches into J disjoint batches B 1 , · · · , B J , where each batch consists of either ∆ T or ∆ T + 1 consecutive epoches. Let {0, 1} J be the class of all binary vectors of length J and let I ⊆ {0, 1} J be a certain subset of {0, 1} J to be specified later. The subset Θ ∈ F p,∞ (V T ) is constructed so that each function sequence f i ∈ Θ is indexed by a unique J-dimensional binary vector i ∈ I, with f i = (f i,1 , · · · , f i,T ) defined as
(16) Figure 2(b) gives a visual illustration of the change pattern of f i and f i by plotting the values of λ for each function in the constructed sequences. For a particular batch B j , when i j = i j then f i and f i are exactly the same within B j ; on the other hand, if i j = 0 then f i will drift towards the function F 0 and if i j = 1 the functions f i will drift towards F 1 , creating gaps between f i and f i within batch B j . For regularity reasons, we constrain the λ value to be within the range of (0.25, 0.75) regardless of i j values. We also note that f i and f i always agree on the first and the last epoches within each batch. This property makes repetition of constructions across all J batches possible. The following lemma lists some key quantities of interest between f i and f i :
For any i, i ∈ {0, 1} J consider f i and f i as defined in Eq. (16). Then the following statements are true:
is the Hamming distance between i and i .
(KL divergence). Let
, with {x t } T t=1 ⊆ X selected by an admissible policy π. Then for any such policy π we have that
The proof of Lemma 4.7 is deferred to Section E in the online supplement. Finally, we describe the construction of I ⊆ {0, 1} J and the choices of J, ∆ T and h that give rise to matching lower bounds. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to J being an even number. The construction of I is based on the concept of constant-weight codings, where each code i ∈ I has exactly J/2 ones and J/2 zeros, and each pair of codes i, i ∈ I have large Hamming distance ∆ H (i, i ) ≥ J/16. The construction of constant-weight codings originates from (Graham & Sloane, 1980) , and Wang & Singh (2016) gave an explicit lower bound on the size of I, which we cite below:
Lemma 4.8 (Wang & Singh (2016) , Lemma 9). Suppose J ≥ 2 and J is even. There exists a subset I ⊆ {0, 1} J such that ∀i ∈ I, J j=1 i j = J/2, and ∀i, i ∈ I, ∆ H (i, i ) ≥ J/16. Furthermore, log |I| ≥ 0.0625J.
The univariate case of Theorem 3.2 can then be proved by appropriately setting the scalings of h, ∆ T and invoking Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. In particular, for noisy gradient feedback
. The complete proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in the appendix.
Extension to higher dimensions. The lower bound construction can be extended to higher dimensions d > 1 to obtain a matching lower bound of V 2p/(4p+d) T · T for noisy gradient feedback and V 2p/(6p+d) T · T for noisy function value feedback. Let 1 = (1, · · · , 1) ∈ R d be a d-dimensional vector with all components equal to 1. We consider X = {x ∈ R d :
Here F λ is the univariate function defined in Eq. (15). Intuitively, the multi-variate functionF is constructed by "projecting" a d-dimensional vector x onto a 1-dimensional axis supported on [0, 1], and subsequently invoking existing univariate construction of adversarial functions. An additional quadratic term x 2 2 is appended to ensure the strong convexity ofF λ without interfering with the structure in F λ . The following lemma lists the properties ofF , which are rigorously verified in Section F in the online supplement. 
The third property in Lemma 4.9 deserves special attention, which is a key property that is significantly different from Lemma 4.6 for the univariate case, because the dependency of F λ − F µ p on h has an extra term involving the domain dimension d in the exponent. At a higher level, the presence of the O(h 2p/(2p+d) ) term comes from the concentration of measure phenomenon in high dimensions.
We then have the next corollary, by following the same construction of Θ ⊆ F p,q (V T ) in the univariate case and invoking Lemma 4.9:
Corollary 4.1. Suppose 1 ≤ J ≤ T is even, ∆ T = T /J and 1/8T 2 ≤ h ≤ 1/8. Let I ⊆ {0, 1} J be constructed according to Lemma 4.8, and Θ = {f i : i ∈ I}, where f i is defined in Eq. (16) except that F λ is replaced with its high-dimensional versionF λ defined in Eq. (17). Then the following holds:
The complete proof is again deferred to the appendix.
Concluding remarks and open questions
We considered optimal regret of non-stationary stochastic optimization with local spatial and temporal changes. Throughout this paper we assumed that the functions to be optimized are strongly convex (Assumption (A5) ). An important question is how to relax the strong convexity requirement and only assume that the functions are convex and Lipschitz continuous. Besbes et al. (2015) analyzed the relaxed problem for the special case of p = ∞ and noisy gradient oracles φ = φ G t (x t , f t ), and designed a policy with T · V 1/3 T regret which is shown optimal. The question of extending such analysis to the 1 ≤ p < ∞ setting is, however, technically very challenging. Using techniques in this paper it is not difficult to design a policy with T · V p/(3p+d) T regret. Such regret, however, is not clear to be optimal even for the univariate (d = 1) case. Indeed, we conjecture that the T · V p/(3p+d) T regret is sub-optimal and more advanced techniques other than stochastic gradient descent are required to achieve the right regret. We leave the derivation of tight regret bound for convex and Lipschitz continuous functions as future work.
Appendix: proof of key lemmas and theorems
We give complete proofs of several key lemmas as well as the main results (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) in this appendix. Proofs of the other results are provided in online supplement.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Without loss of generality we assume f t (
where the last equality holds because δ = f t − f τ r/2 p
By smoothness of f t and f τ ,
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is then completed by plugging in δ = f t − f τ r/2 p .
Proof of Lemma 4.3. By Hölder's inequality, for any d-dimensional vector x we have that
Apply Eq. (22) with α = q and β = 1 on
We next considerx = (
Apply Eq. (22) with α = 1 and β = r/q onx (β < 1 because r ∈ (0, 1) and q ≥ 1):
Raise both sides of the inequality to the power of r/q and note that J
Combining Eqs. (23,24) we have
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first consider the noisy gradient feedback φ G t (x t , f t ). By Eq. (11),
Subsequently invoking Lemma 4.3 we have
where
, where in O(·) notation we hide poly-logarithmic terms of T . We next consider the noisy function value feedback φ F t (x t , f t ). By Lemma 4.1,
The proof for the noisy function value feedback φ F t (x t , f t ) is similar. The only difference is that the KL divergence is upper bounded by O(h 2 T ), for which we should set h V 
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This supplementary material provides detailed proofs for technical lemmas whose proofs are omitted in the main text.
A Proof of Proposition 1.1
By monotonicity of L p -space, we know that for any measurable function f : X → R,
provided that integration on both sides of the inequality (or there limits) exist. Hence, f t+1 −f t p ≤ f t+1 − f t p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ p ≤ ∞ and therefore Var p,q (f ) ≤ Var p ,q (f ). By Hölder's inequality, we know that for any d-dimensional vector x it holds that
Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by T −1/q we have that Var p,q (f ) ≤ Var p,q (f ).
For any x ∈ X o and z ∈ R d define z Abernethy et al. (2008) ; Saha & Tewari (2011) ; . It remains to verify that z = x + (∇ 2 ϕ(x) + δI d ) −1/2 u is in W 1 (x). To see this, note that
Hence, z ∈ W 1 (x) ⊆ X .
C Proof of Lemma 4.1
To simplify notations we assume b = 0 throughout this proof. We first consider the noisy gradient
By strong convexity of f t , we have that
On the other hand, because x t+1 = P X (x t − η tĝt (x t )) by definition and P X is a contraction, we have
Using Pythagorean's theorem and the fact that g t (x t ) 2 ≤ H, E[ε t |x t ] = 0 and E[ε t ε t |x t ] ≤ σ 2 , we have
Subsequently,
Combining Eqs. (S2,S3) and summing over t = 0, · · · , T , and defining 1/η −1 := 0, we have
Because x * ∈ X is arbitrary, we conclude that S π φ (f ; x * ) = O(log T ) for π = π G S , η t = 1/M t and all x * ∈ X .
The first three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (S4) are easy to bound. In particular, because A t 2 ≤ 1/ ηM (t + 1) almost surely, we have that
.
Here in (b) we use the fact that f t is smooth (A4) with parameter G > 0. Similarly,
In addition, because f t is convex, by Jensen's inequality we have
We next upper bound the final term in the right-hand side of Eq. (S4). For t = 0, · · · , T and a ∈ X o define a * t := a (∇ 2 ϕ(y t ) + ηM (t + 1)
. It is obvious thatf At t is strongly convex with parameter M , and that y t+1 = argmin y∈X t τ =0 {f τ (y)} + η −1 ϕ(y) agrees with the definition of y t+1 in step 2(e) of sub-policy π F S , because bothf At t (y t ) and −g t y t terms are independent of y to be optimized. We then have the following lemma, which is similar to Lemma 11 in .
in classical self-concordance analysis. It is easy to verify that a x = a t and a * x = a * t , because ∇ 2 Φ t (x) = ∇ 2 ϕ t (x) = ∇ 2 ϕ(x) + ηM (t + 1)I. The following lemma is standard in analysis of Newton's method for self-concordant functions:
Note that because ϕ is self-concordant, Φ t is also self-concordant and ∇ 2 Φ t = ∇ 2 ϕ t . In addition, because y t is the minimizer of Φ t−1 , 1 ∇Φ t−1 (y t ) = 0 and therefore
Combining Eqs. (S6,S7) we have thatĝ t (y t − y t+1 ) ≤ 2 ĝ t * 2 t . The proof is of Lemma C.1 is then complete.
D Proof of Lemma 4.6
We verify the properties separately. Verification of property 1: (A1) is obvious because X = [0, 1]. We next focus (A2), (A4) and (A5). It is easy to check that if two functions f and g satisfy (A2), (A4) and (A5), then their convex combination f + λ(g − f ) for λ ∈ [0, 1] also satisfies (A2), (A4) and (A5). Therefore we only need to verify these conditions for F 0 and F 1 , respectively. We first prove that both F 0 and F 1 are differentiable. Because both F 0 and F 1 are differentiable within each piece, to prove the global differentiablity we only need to show that the left and right function values and derivatives of F 0 and F 1 at x = We then have that F 1 (
Therefore, both F 0 and F 1 are differentiable on [0, 1]. It is then easy to check that sup 0≤x≤1 max{|F 0 (x)|, |F 1 (x)|} ≤ 8 and sup 0≤x≤1 max{|F 0 (x)|, |F 1 (x)|} ≤ 16. Therefore (A2) is satisfied with H = 16.
To verify (A4) and (A5) we need to compute the second-order derivatives of F 0 and F 1 . By construction, F 0 (x) = F 1 (x) = 2 for x ∈ [0,
√ h], F 0 (x) = F 1 (x) = 8 for x ∈ [ √ h, 1], and 2 ≤ F 0 (x) ≤ 26 for x ∈ [ √ h, 2 √ h]. Therefore, F 0 and F 1 satisfy (A4) and (A5) with L = 26 and M = 2. Note that F 0 and F 1 are not twice differentiable at x = √ h and x = 2 √ h: however, this does not affect the smoothness and strong convexity of both functions. Verification of property 2: It is easy to see that F λ −F µ p = |λ−µ|· F 0 −F 1 p and F λ −F µ p ≤ |λ − µ| · F 0 − F 1 p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. Thus we only need to consider λ = 0 and µ = 1. It is easy to verify that F 0 − F 1 ∞ = |F 0 (0) − F 1 (0)| = √ h and F 0 − F 1 ∞ = |F 0 (0) − F 1 (1) | = 2h. Verification of property 3: Similarly we only need to consider λ = 0 and µ = 1. Because F 0 and F 1 only differ on [0, 2 √ h], we have that
Verification of property 4:
We have that x * λ = λ √ h and F * λ = F λ (x * λ ) = λ(1−λ)h. Subsequently, χ(F λ , F 1−λ ) = F λ ( √ h/2) − F * λ = (1/2 − λ) 2 · h/4.
E Proof of Lemma 4.7
Fix an arbitrary interval I j for some j ∈ {1, · · · , J}. Without loss of generality assume |I j | = ∆ T (the extra one function in some intervals can be safely neglected as both T and ∆ T are large). Then sup t∈I j f t+1 − f t p = 1 ∆ T · O(h (2p+1)/2p ).
Subsequently,
Var p,∞ (f ) = sup
1≤t≤T −1 f t+1 − f t p = O(h (2p+1)/2p /∆ T ).
For the discrepancy term, again fix I j for some j ∈ {1, · · · , J} such that i j = i j . We then have,
· Ω(h) = Ω(h∆ T ).
Subsequently, summing over all intervals with i j = i j we have that T t=1 χ(f i,t , f i ,t ) ≥ ∆ H (i, i ) · Ω(h∆ T ).
Finally we compute the KL divergence KL(P φ,π f i P φ,π f i ). We first consider the noisy function value feedback φ = φ F t (x t , f t ). Let y t = φ F t (x t , f t ) be the random variables of the feedbacks and denote x t = (x 1 , · · · , x t ) and y t = (y 1 , · · · , y t ). For any admissible policy π, we have that
F Proof of Lemma 4.9
We verify the properties separately. Verification of property 1: Because ∀x ∈ X , x 1 ≤ 1, we have that x − y 2 ≤ x − y 1 ≤ 2 for all x, y ∈ X and therefore X satisfies (A1) with D = 2. We next verify (A2). Because F λ is convex differentiable, it holds thatF λ (x) = F λ (1 x)+ x 2 2 is also convex differentiable because convexity is preserved with affine transform. In particular, sup x∈XFλ (x) ≤ F λ ∞ + 1 ≤ 9 and sup x∈X F λ (x) 2 ≤ sup x∈X |F λ (1 x)| · 1 2 + 2 x 2 ≤ 16 √ d + 2. Therefore, (A2) is satisfied with H = 16 √ d + 2. To verify (A4) and (A5), note thatF λ is twice differentiable except at points {x : 1 x = √ h} ∪ {x : 1 x = 2 √ h}. Furthermore, ∇ 2F λ (x) = F λ (1 x) · 11 + 2I d . Subsequently, on points x ∈ X whereF λ is twice differentiable, we have that ∇ 2F λ (x) ( F λ ∞ √ d+2)I = (26 √ d+2)I and ∇ 2F λ (x) 2I. Therefore, (A4) and (A5) are satisfied with L = 26 √ d + 2 and M = 2. Verification of property 2:
Omitting the dependency on d we obtain property 2. Verification of property 3: DefineB d (r) := {x ∈ R d : x ≥ 0, x 1 ≤ r}. It is easy to verify that vol(B d (r 1 ))/vol(B d (r 2 )) = (r 1 /r 2 ) d . Subsequently, for any 1 ≤ p < ∞ we have that
Verification of property 4: From previous derivations we know that x * λ = (x * λ , · · · ,x * λ ) with x * λ = λ √ h d+1 andF * λ = inf x∈XFλ (x) = λh(1 − λd d+1 ). Subsequently,
